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May revenue was $38M vs budget of $17.8M. Q4 revenue $57M vs budget of $42.7M. YTD (gross) is $192M
ona budget of $154.7M (124%)..Windfall revenue from IBM of $12M was prima~y upside for the month. The
division continues to enjoy strong sales, however l~do anticipate we will post a number of very large credits or
revenue reversals in June to dean up seve~ situations which have been on the books this year. I have
amended my Q4 forecast to be cioser to $60M, this would bdng the FY91 YI’D total to $194M. (See Comments
on Revenue for detail).
,NEWBUSIN ES.~
A~nt
Tandy
Wang
Commodore
3COM
¯ HP
,~P=" Creative Labs
ROO Systems
Caliber
Portacom
Model American
CompUSA
TAKA
MicroPalm

Comments
~
Some progress
DOS 5.0
Works, Win Wod<s, WEP, WPP Pen Systems
DOS/Windows/Works
$5.8M, 3 years
None (approx. $1.5M in FY91)
LM 2.0 PP
FG/Windows/Excel
$418K total commitment
Royalty - $900K/year commit
Multimedia Widows
Royalty - $800K/year commit
DOS/Win/Works.
DOS 4.0/5.0
Royalty - $800K/year commit
Roya~ - $51K/year comm~
OEM Mouse
$1.3M,.2 years
DOS/Windows
Roy DOS 5.0/She, per proc
$4,25M total rrVc rev
$50K, 2 years
Win/Prod Pak
ROM DOS 2.25/3.22
$22W~

AT&T will stay in the MPC council by reducing their involvement (and donation) to an upgrade kit manufacturer
status. No technology contributions will be made to the council.
Tandy was the first OEM to announce availability of MPCs - fwe Multimedia PCs and two Multimedia upgrade
kits. Delivery of all units with Windows plus Mu~limedia Extensions is scheduled for mid-July.
Everex announced the b~ndling of Windows 3.0 with all Step and 386 based Tempo systems at no additional
charge.
Everex announced that it will ship two 486SX PCs with super VGA, DOS and Windows 3.0 with prices ranging
from $2,995 to $3,995.
ZDS recently signed Computerlands 50 stores as ZDS resellers. ZDS is also revamping its VAR program and will
announce a major network reseller in the near future. Michael Poehner was announced as the new VP of Sales
: and Marketing at ZDS replacing Art Lambert. Poehner was formedy VP of Sales and Marketing at Businessland.
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Intel will announce its 50MHZ 486 chip at next month’s PC Expo. IBM, NCR and Dell wil~ be among the fl~st
Phoenix ~:~Jtteed a jolt devetopme~ agreement with GO for a new Pen Computing platform. Phoenix wil/
provide (xx’nputer manufacturers w~h a complete, tightly integrated systems soflwareJhardware reference design
based o~ GO’s Penpoint operating styles; the Inte1386SL microprocess~ SuperSet and the new Phoenix
PenBIO$.
SUN has sent a letter to its 700 reselle~ giving them 90 days to drop SUN-coml:~tible workstations or face
termination as a SUN authorized raselle~,
Coml:mq announced that their Q2 revenue and earnings will be significantly lower. They expect their revenue to
be 15% below their Q2 90 revenue of $862M. Their earnings will be about $22M or about 21% of their Q2 90
earnings.
Dell win~ J.D. Powers’ F~I lime ever PC ojstomer satisfac~ poll
AT&T’a acquisition of NCR completed (awaiting FTC approval). Both companies quk~kiy move lo~ard to
Hewlett-Packa~ announced a new llne of workstations based on Motorola chips (68040) with high performance
and low co~L They reposed a large F~’st order from GTE ofover $40M for the product.
Hewlett-Packa~l announced a new ixoduct from the Greeley Hardcopy d~vision that’s a complementary product
to the LaserJel called the I.a~erJ~ FAX. SRP for this device is $1895, making il an expensive allemative, but the
fi~ of several new produc~ from this division centered on FAX technology.
Hewlett-Paelt~’d rek~a~ed a pres~ release lnd’~.,ating Iheit support of OLE spec~f~,alions opening the door to all
Tandon°s acquisition of’PC Brand" mail-o~er f’u’m off’dally completed. Juggi went to PC Brand offices and
made a welcome ~ to employees.
Northgate’s on-again/off-again acquisition of Cheetah Computer Systems is on again. In facl, this time Gary
Hekl (Preslder~ of Nortngate) already eliminated Jim Silva o! Cheetah.
ASI"I Bravo 386SXt20 bundle wil/include Lotus 123 re~ease 3.1. AST signed a $29 royalty rate deal with Lotus.
Gateway :2000 has decided to cont~ue shipping our standard Mo~se tot now and received back the signed
amendment for $2.1M worth ol Mice. Will likely co, sider custom Mouse at a later time.
Texa~ Irmtrumelttl has agreed to license Windows 3.0 and ship on a notebook model known as TM3000
Posltiv~ disclosed to MS that they were purchased by Tandon. Will stay as a separate entity with Positive name
and Wholesale Ck]b focus.
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Tandy wants MS to agree to reduce the ISV roya/ties and eliminate the MS ISV royalties for the Gryphon/Haiku
Tandy wants low royalty rates for Windows in ROM and Windows on entry level systems.
Commodore - ROM DOS delivery and now size of MS ROM DOS VS.0.
Phoenix has established a relationship with GO which might compromise our relationship. This is in terms of
their requests for DOS kernel source, 0St2 kernel source, and partlCil:)ation in the Advanced Power Management

spedficaions.

As Compaq tightens up their budget, their JIA activity will be looked at more closely. Compaq has 8-10 people
woddng the LAN Manager JIA. Compaq wants to understand what our success has been with LAN Manager to
justify theh" expeno~tures on LAN Man. They want to know who our customers are and who our major prospects
are.
Compaq has upped their forecast for Ballpoint by an add’~iona110,000 units for the end of the promotion, which is
catting some problems for SPAG. SPAG was expecting to start shipping some MS retail product in June.
DigPm! - Pathwod~ supported as "blessed" LAN Manger/Windows network at PSS.
AST - IBM’s sales force has Increased the voice of corporate noise regardi~ IBM’s OS/2. AST does not see any
change in IBM’s OS/2 message from a year ago, they just hear a noticeable increase in iBM volume. While AST
is not expede~ an inccease in demand for OS/2, they are working wi~h IBM to test AST’s hardware for OS/2
TRUE Image - 1,01 is still not golden, expected date is ~June 14. Rnally, even/one now feels good about the
Lockheed and NOVA contract underway, but much promised by Fed Off’~"e that will be difficult to deliver.
Donhar and Pstermi working with Fed Office, Lockheed and Finance to create the right agreement.
Sysorex was sold 3,000 RUPs by the Fed Office under "MLP" program to supply the postal service. Customer
was very confused as to who to deal with and what products to buy.
Sun Moon Star =Jdited. Revealed major standalone sales and license violations as suspected.
Unlsys - DTIII Mouse needed SPAG FCC special change. SPAG refused potential in losing the business as
other vendom quite wilik~g.
Low-end board, (:ornponent and "bare bones" guys have no good way to license our products. Systems being
assembled further up the chain at distn’butor/raseller level.
Dlstec is planning tb purchase packaged product MS-DOS from Phoenix Technologies. Shawn Bidsell, the sales
manager for Distec, says Phoenix pricing is much more aggress’.=ye than MS, and they can save a substantial
amount of money by making the switch.
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Very active month with new organization announced. Two DOEM account managers were recnJ~ed ~or pos~bns
in the new Business Development group reporting to Ronh. Larry Edralin will repo~ to Ron as Group Manager,
Jeff Morris will assume AIM~-, Latin America., A,OG, and ICON OEM Sales and Support duties, reporting Io Larry.
We also decided account assignments which flow down Irom these actions in addition to the Peter Braman and
Barry Spector womotions last month. In a nutshell they are: Teresach moves from NCR to replace Peter Braman
on the Compaq account Patty Eastern will move trom AT&T to manage NCR/AT&T. During the merger, she and
John Mdmucldan will work together with John having primary responsibilities for AT&T and retaining Wyse.
Mich~le Pearson will move to assume Larry F::dralin’s duties with HP. Pete Peter wilt assume Unisys
respons~ilitles. Nancy Ritzenthaler will replace Barry on the Dell acoount and wind down our cun’ent True Image
customers, transitiordng them to the correG pe~on in the New Business group. Susan Diamo~ will replace Jeff
Mords on the Wang and ~ accounts. This leaves the Susan Diamond New Business territory open, the
Everex/Parallan accounts, and the Intel, Phoenix and Logitech account positions open.
Needless to r, ty, we have been working overtime to find qualif’~;I candidates. We do not have as healthy a crop
of candidates as I t~ould like so it is taking some time to get through this. Our plan is to make offers and move to
complete Ihese above I/ansitions by ~ end of July. This puts some of the above into Ron’s group 30 days lale
or puling double duty. I anticipate at least one more account manager I account change in the coming 30 days
plus two maternity leaves ( Doris andDabble) late summer/fall.
COMMENTS ON REVENUE
May revenue was buoyed again by IBM revenues in excess ot our torecast plus Ballpoint sales to Compaq. IBM
paid us $16M thus far this quarter. This exceeds my previous forecast of $12M~. Tonya and I obviously need to
devek~p a betty’ torecasting method for IBM. This revenue plus healthy mouse and FG DOS sales will propel us
to close to $61M in revenue for the year (gross), more if FG DOS 5 sales explode in June.
.,i~~,.

We are also wri~ng off or "reversing" some $6M in revenue~ in June. These monies are associated with
sifuatiorm like the Novell/Excalan Ik~flse ($900K), the NCR master license renegotiation ($1.8M), over billings for
IBM, Northgate, and AT&T due to incorrect reporting (tolal $1.7M), and a host of other smaller deals which we
want to get into this ~ year. So, if you have been watching the "Rash" and believe up to this point that I am a
hopeless sandbagger, understand that about $6M of that money you are see~g is not ours. Still, in all, we will
deliver a record quarter (even without IBM’s windfall the group’s revenue exceed budget by $3M aller the
adjustments above). We will dose the liscal year with gross revenues of near $194M. This is up $42.7M from
FYg0, holding IBM revenue equal between the years would result in revenue growth of $20.7M while sk:jniflcantly
decreasing prepaid balances.
Processor Ship Rates
Overall are still heaifhy, no new trends to report.
¯Companies with European distribution report healthier growth than those without.
¯Overall economy in the U.S. is prettyflat to slightly up.
¯ Some accounts who are highly leveraged in sick channels (compaq), are having setbacks as this
distribution moveslo Superstores. (Hard to tell it there is a general down-trend with only one or so
quarters of data.)
¯ St~ significant volumes going through direct (telephone/catalogue) sales, mass merchant interest
also seems on the rise.
¯ Price for 386,9X continues downward, Packard Bell 386SX VGA, color systems advertised by" Silo and
.Sears for $1399 this month.
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Sample of systems shipments for DOEM accounts for the quarter ended March 1991:
Q3FY91

Q3F’Y90

Compaq

240,756

206,831

Tandy
Z.~n~h
AST
Tandon
Dell

65,544
68,090
83,918
67,480
5O,000

121,883
83,862
66,652
46,140
32,881

HP
Commodore

43,937
52,322

39,591
57,391

CompuAdd

27,814

28,449

I see pricing for 686SX systems under $1000 SRP by tall. With a bit more memory these systems are decent
Issue: As we approach these lower {essentially 286) selling points as margins, OF:Ms will begin to balk at their
386 Windows royalties. We can hold the line for a period but will face the "do we want ubiquitous Windows
distribution, or do we want max dollars ?’question as these licensees renew.
I have given this some thought, and in the world where the OF:hi agrees to bundle Windows on the hard disk and
provide some method of "tdar for the user for Windows apps ( MS to supply this tool), we might be more
aggressive on price. Barfing thet, we should establish a minimum royalty which is acceptable, and let the rest go
through r.eta,.
Lastly, recent high level exchange of data with Inte/suggests that we are underestimating the wor/dwide
"unlicensed" systems by about. 100% t I am folfowing up with more to<used conversation to determine the details
and accuracy. Bed news is; looks as though we miss a lot more systems than we thought, good news is; there is
more $$$ out there and we r~ed to get focused on how tO get it !
Units for the month rebounded from April’s slump to come in right on our 6 month "average" of 23K units. We
expe~ FG DOS sales to increase to 32 - 35k next month based on MS-DOS 5 release. George and Kathleen
have prepared for this and there is stock in inventory and ~ppropriate build schedules.
FY90

May
Units

%

(}4
Units

%

FY91
Units

%

PP 3.3
PP 4.01(5 1/4)
PP 4.01 (3.5)

4,227
11,722
7,331

18%
51%
31%

7,355
19,090
10,775

20=/;
51%
29%

60,290
125,693
46,410

26%
54%
20%

Units of PP

23,280

100%

37,220

100%

232,393

100%

Dollars of PP $1,205,710
Avg. Price

$51.79

249,241

$1,922,760

$11,857,751

$12,704,449

$51.66

$51.02

$50.97
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¯ ’~ AT&T announced their notebook laptop this month caged the Salad 386NXS/20. A slimline laptop will be
"--. announced in November. Pen-based in Q2CYgZ
ZDS is strongly interested in Pen Windows and is interested in specing a Pen Windows machine tot deliveo, next
year.
Dell sub notebook (11x7x1 1/4) slated lor Q491.
HP Co~’allis has plans for =t 286-based upgrade to the 95LX (code name "Cougar’) in the next 12 months, also a
386SL based product with VGA and a hard d’sk in a sub-notebook size package wi~h an SRP of less than $2K

(targeted for Q4 92),

AST is ve,/slowly catching up with its $30 million dollar backorder. Getting LCD screens from Sharp and Epson
and hard ddves from Conner is difficult because AST forecasted a much smaller sales demand then they are

experiencing.

Tendon and Northgate’l laptops and notebooks both shipping and running out of stock. Momenta’s slate pad
will be released in September, this full-size u~ w~ll run on two double A batteries, due to work they have done on
the power supply.
KeyTronic to begin OEMing a notebook system this summer; plan to Wovlde PP DOS and Windows on systems
to OEMs who currently have no direct relationship with
Rolodex is developing a $499 notebook 8088 PC which they forecast would sell: 250K in three years. They were
quoted $4 by DRI for OR OOS.

Enrk~o Pesatod is said to have prevailed and that ZDS will design the MIPS machine.
Spoke to an AMD FAE who said that AMD’s VP of Strategic Marketing would beinterested in porting OS/2 3.0 to
the 29000 RISG chip which has the largest RISC marketshare today. Cads wasn,t interested because the 29000
were not being used as processors.
Amdahl has £¢ensed Sun Mimosystems Sparc processor technology. Amdahl has hinted that they plan to
produce a front-end processor product for Sun workstations. Th~s product would offer easy connectivity to the
Amdahl mainframe.
.~.
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, Rolodex couldnl put Wod~s in ROM in their notebook PC because 1M ROM requirement is too large.

ACCOUNT SUMMARIES;
Jenkins Account T~m
AT&T (~y ~em)
~e pat~ ~e h~ he~ ~ as a re~ of ~ ~i~ with ~hn Oell~h at ~nW~ a~ ~s ~en es~lat~
ffi ~ ~g~-~er ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ at AT&T. AT&T ag~ ~ the p~ing a~ ~mmitme~
~d f~ ~e e~s~ = ~mW~. ~ ~n~ dev~ tea~ are ~i~ fa= a~ furious to release
p~= m~-Septe~. ~e Pen ~s g~p at ~fad was v~ ~t~e to our pr~u=, present~ at
~nWo~ a~ b n~ a Q1CY92 o~un~.
Ta~ ~~ to MS ~t ~ Ju~ 13, T~y will ~n~ t~t it will o~n a ~a~ of ~m~er "superstor~"
~ 1~1 ~Y ~f~ial). ~w~ ~ is hea~ up t~s effod a~ the ~tails will be ~m~n~t~ to MS at
¯ e i~ ~ t~ ~ga~=~ =~um = Ta~. T~dy a~ MS~~ a ~ri~ of m~tings regarding the
~Re~ =at~ ~ ~ ~ G~ (~lti~ player) a~ Ha~u (the system so,ware). Tandy is e~remely
~mp~dd (Jeff
J~ ~ ~~ Mu~a PC ~ ~ s~ v~ MS = ~ws Wo~ (MS demo~ Com~
~a~ sh~ ~s P~u=~ Pa~ ¯ May on all ~X.a~ ~ve ~ste~ (pr~nstall~), Com~Add
~11 =a~ ~i~ Mu~ia PC’s ~ ~e ~, J~ BaSin (~m~ R~ Rag) made a big issue out of
~wn the fire).
Wa~ (Jeff
S~n~ Wo~, ~s W~, WEP ~d SPP ~r ~=em I~nse (f~ des~n Win w~h Wa~ in ~metime and
we ~t L~US ~ t~). Jeff he~ a gre~ ~i~ at Wa~ w~h Pen ~s group to finite GUIDE annou~e
~s ~ ~ne (MS w,l ~te ~ W~ ~u~). Jeff v~ w~h Jeanne Dunn a~ ot~rs at Wi~ws
Wodd to ~ ~ m~i ~ r~ in ~ at MS (v~ ~e) ~ a~ leam~ Wa~ M~ro Pr~u~s in the
to get ~er mya~y (wig wa~ a~ s~ fi~ few myaW r~, Pen ~ ame~me~ dra~ and sent along
w~h New master I~nse agr~meN.
ZenRh ~om Dav~)
~S an~ fwe ~w ~b[~, a n~ ~ a~ new dis~s wo~ati~ at Spring ~ex. I~erest is
v~ h~h in the ~ SL ~ ~F~le. ~S had r~ t~en o~e~ f~ ~K machines while at Codex.

~mp~ (Ma~ Bu~)
In May, the J~ Int~rat~ T~IkR w~ ~t~ a~ went to W~. Ma~ presented the JIA to the Ne~o~
Chan~i at the r~al k~off ~eti~ ~ ~lora~ Spd~s. It was well r~iv~ a~ they are anx~us to get
~1 info~=~. Ma~ ~s ~e~ ve~ ~s~e ~ ~om ~th the r~eller ~u~ mangers and
r~ellm ~ste~ e~in~m. In June we ~ to g~ t~ ~oss-traini~ of ~r resp~ive o~anizations kicked off.
~q will ~ ~re in mid June to stad this p~s w~h t~ PSS organ~tion.
Domestk: OEM Status Report
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’ We have revised the kL=dio Board spec from Compaq and that project is moving forward. We have a verbal
" ’ : undemtanding of what the relationship will look like and are in the beginning stages of developing an agreement
for this project.
Both Pen Windows and Multi-Media are stagnant at this time.
Compaq (Peter Braman)
Compaq has finally decided to make Windows part of their product stralegy. Their shod.term goal is to provide
an easy install or W’,xlows on two to four of the new systems that they will introduce in the September time
frame. Longer term, Compaq wants to pursue a preinstall strategy fo~ W~ndows on a(I their desktops.
Ungermann-Bass (Mark Buick)
UB is in a period of transitioning customer from LM 1.X to LM 2.0. So far they have been faidy successful in this
effort and have been _u.ntil now one of our strongest supports of LM. They are now raising some issues as to their
future involvement with LM. There will be a meeting this week at UB to discuss this topic with them.
Commodore (Debble Flynn)
The master license has been executed. The hottest issue this month is ROM DOS on their palmtop machine.
The license was wdften from a per system perspective rather than a straight per processor, even though per
processor has been agreed to in an executive meeting. A close look at the language indicated that CBM is not
contractuai/y obligate to put MS DOS on their palmtop. However, in several conversations with Tony Ricci, the
meaning of per processor was discussed and it was understood that per processor was the kind of agreement we
had made. Ned McCook is Iollowing up with Tony to get his perspective. It is probable that CBM will use the fact
that they are not contractually obligated to supply MS DOS on this machine as a lever to get a lower price. Our
oompetilion has a/ready quoted sub $’~.00 and CBM has repeatedly asked for $1.50. The good news is that CBM
has pushed out their date of delivery, allowing MS a much better chance to deliver our ROM DOS product. They
~I~ have also made the decision to only use English DOS. The Flight Simulator proposal was delivered. CBM has
indicated that they want to have this product for CDTV first.. An OS/2 proposal was also delivered this month.
The Amiga Works project was killed. CBM management did not feel the investment in time or money would pay
off soon enough to make this worth their while.
NetFRAME (Debble Rynn)
Progress was made in several areas this month. A meeting was held at MS with Jody Snodgrass and Don Kite
where the support options were cleady lald out. NF indicated Ihat they were unwilling to pay for support given the
lact that they were being forced to support MS software customers on their hardware with no offsetting revenue.
They had a difrzcult time unde~landing why MS was charging them to support MS customers, especially when
MS gets the software revenue.
Phoenix (Pete Peter)
The Publishing Agreement was delivered to Phoenix for signature in May with an expected closure in early Ju he.
We successfully terminated a parallel translation effort Phoenix had begun with the slim version of DOS 5.
Phoenix has agreed to slim our translated documents rather than violate their agreement by doing an
independent translation. They are receiving early shipments of all foreign DOS 5 documentation in support of this.
effo~l. Phoenix has-obtained an exclusive license from GO to sell and enhance their hardware design and will
create a reference design in a new product c~lled PenBIOS. This will enable OEM’s to deliver PenPoint or Pen
Widows on the he same hardware platform with the decision being made at the point of shipment. This is a win
for GO and a loss for MS. The press announcement wili be made on June 4, 1991. Phoenix is planningtohave
DOS 5 ready for shipment on the day Microsoft announces the product.
Logitech (Pete Peter)
Logitech is having.great success with their Windows bund~,es. Thus far, they have been very go~ coq~rate
citizens by submitting their royalty checks on time and staying within their distribution territory. They eagedy
Dornes~¢ OEM Smm= Repot
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await a beta copy of Windows 3.1 in mid-June and plan to dedicate resources to it as soon as possible. For the
quarter just ended in March, Logitech had the biggest quarter of their agreement with over 15,000 units of
Windows shipped which significantly exceeded the 6,250 unit minimum commitment.
SUN (Pete Peter)
After successfully implementing an NDA concerning LAN Manager for UNIX discussion we met with SUN in
Redmond on May 23. The meeting was exploratory in nature and we agreed that an opportunity might exist for
SUN and MS to enter into an agreement. SUN is very interested in the product and is happy the code base has
been merged. TonyLau is also closely involved with the customer and we should make additional progress with
qualifying this opportunity in June.
Dell
The overal! relationship continues to grow stronger and stronger. There are many opportunities in their infancy
including: a)worldwide factory installed Windows applications, b) Pen Windows, c) Multimedia and d)Ballpoint.
We have confirmed Delrs first time ever Executive Review for July 2rid and will be attended by both Michael Delt
and BOle.
This account will be transitioned to a new account manager dudng the month of June and it is important to
maintain the momentum of the above mentioned opportunities.
Digital (Kelly Wood)
May was a busy month for Kelly in shifting a growing number of priorities. Greg Anderson came in mid month on
a part time basis to help out on the account and is now on the account permanently. There were numerous
meetings, both in Redmond as well as ~t various Digital sites that helped achieve progress on: the serve aspect
of the A-1 agreement, Desktop Services as an MS SI, Spitfire, develoi~’nent work on the VD for Eclipse, and final
negotiations on the DOS/Wkfow$ contract, and LM/Unix.
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NCR (Teresa Chapman)
Activities this month centered around developing and presenting a minimum commitment restructuring ptan for
NCR. A major meeting was held at Spring Comdex with Alok Mohan to accelerate negotiations. As ot this
report, a second pmpos~ is on the table. In addition, MM Windows gained some momentum at NCR and we
closed the new Master NDA. Pen Windows marketing activities with NCR included NCR sales training and
preparation for the Hune media event. In addition, we strengthened technical ties :with Augsburg in a day-long
tech n’meting.
Hewlett*Packard (Larry Edralin)
Pdmery focus for the month was the amendments to the MSA with PCG. We made significant progress, but had
to overcome some objections from the Corvallis d’~sion based on their anticipated need for MS-DOS 5.0. We
have separated the Corvallis contract and this amendment in order to stop any further delays in the amendment
signing. We will continue to negotiate separately with Corvallis for a royalty on the "Palmtop" class of systems
they sell. Two other very important meetings took place with the CCD (New Wave) division and the combined
development teams from the peripheral group divisions and our Win32/4 development team. GCD’s meeting was
a precursor to a management meeting to discuss our efforts to more closely integrate our directions around OLE
technology and norconfuse the ISV’s with different API’s to develop under. The peripheral group meeting was
set to review feedback on IheGDIIDDI spec we gave them in the last meeting. This meeting was very productive
and sets the stage for possible further cooperating between our teams and maybe an HP Windows specific
device in the future.
HP Corvallis (Darcy Ruscigno)
The Jaguar/Lion development group attended a product review meeting on May 13. The objective was to provide
this group with information on ROM-DOS 5.0, ROM WIN 3.1, and ROM Excel, as well as general information on
Ballpoint, and Pen Windows. The meeting identified areas where more information is needed, i.e. ROM Excel
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and ROM W’~:k~ws. Also, on CorvaiIW strategy on the various Palmtop versions, Jaguar vs. Cougar vs. Lion.
Darcyr w~ be woddng with Philba to champion the internal ROM push, and to work the Corvallis to consult them
on their next version, Cougar and Lion.
AST (Jeff Danlels)
The warm glow of ASI"$ May 2rid Executive Review cooled as AST’s Interest in Windows co-op marketing funds
proved ineffective. AST’s expectations had to be reset alter May 2nd’s meeting. AST wanted our Windows
group to co-sponsor AST’s Bravo PCs. Rich Abel sent four people to listen to AST and did not see any value ~n
AS’I"$ proposal AST was hoping the DOS 5 event would favor first and second tier PC manulacturers. Once
AST knew they were being treated like even/one else, they sopped the rush to get DOS 5 out the door June 11.
Also, AST signed a deal with Lotus. GO Corp., gave a convincing presentation to AST. MS followed-up with a
Pen presentation to AST’s marketing and executive staff. AST w~ll wait for the market to mature before making
any Pen software decisions. Rnally, MS and AST did participate in each others’ announcements. MS
participated AST Japan’s product announcement. AST sent three of AST’s international mangers to MS’
international OEM Brief’rag. AST is sending a VP and Director to our MS DOS 5 event.
Dowflln- Account Team
Syflorex

Royalty negotiations are back on track with Sysorex. In May, Sysorex was awarded a major bid from the US
Treasury Department. The award is currently being protested, if Sysorex prevails, this will substantially increase
their annual units rate. Georgad and Susandi wgl visit Sysorex in eady June to meeting with the CFO who will be
handling the negotiations.
Product

Annual Units
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Total Annual Commitment: $1,057,500/$1.8M

USlT
"
Susandi and Genrged met with Dr. Shaw, USIT President & CEO on May 2nd to discuss moving U$1T to a per
processor DOS/Windows royalty arrangement. USIT ships approximately 200K Units per year through their OEM
(70%) and dealer (30%) channels. A per processor arrangement represents a $3M/year minimum commitment.
Microsoft has agreed to exempt USIT from reporting systems which ship to OEMs that already have licensing
place for MS-DOS. Dr. Shaw has agreed to provide annual ship numbers tor a per processor agreement within
the next two months.
Gateway 2000 (Dave Wdght)
Dave has obtained an agreement in principle lot Gateway to sign extension ol Mouse license with an increasing
commitment (up to $2.1M) for standard MS Mouse. Custom mouse still a high interest but timing will be Q2FY92
at earliest.
Texas Instruments (Dave Wright)
,
Dave ran a suoce.~sful Executive Review with company ovewiew/charterlluture product direction main agenda
times. Resulted in several concrete follow-up items including agreements to sign a Windows license. MS DOS
5.0 and CDS amendment fully signed.
Unisys (Mich~le Pearson)
This mo~th we delegated to much ol the toilow-up on Unisys meetings held early in the month. Redirector pricing
was given to Round VaJley putting the development and shipment of a Lan Manager product a little closer to
reality. Legal issues surrounding the intro of the SuperGen line were also managed. The printer contract
remains to be signed. Products or changes continue to be adde~l to the second amendment which is committed
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for execution dudng June. Rnally received ~ome irdtial d’u’ection on the applications prbmotions that the PC
,~ -,,. Marketing gn:)up in Blue Bell wants to gonemIe.
Graves Account Tegm
DAK Industries (David Bennett)
Conducted a su~:~ul Executive Review Ior DAK Industries
Close DAK Windows/Pmductiv~ Pack amendment
Embedded System Sale Program ( Ray Kanemod)
Received the buy.~n trom Jcachirrk to precede Iurthar on a commissioned component manulacturer’s rep firm
netwo~ lot US and a ompone~ dist~butor network for Europe to cover the embedded system market. Will
need to complete business plan due June 25 lot Joachim to present to upper management. Finance is Icokin~
into what it would take to do this commission system and will be discussi~l with PSS on technical support issues.
Amlxo came to Redmond in mid-~l_ay to convince DOS and OEM management that this embedded market is
more substanti~l that MS believes and their requirements to become an embedded system VAD for MS. Ampro
sees an embedded DOS market ol 18M u~s by 1994. Ampm licenses DR DOS 5.0 for around $7.50- per copy.
We will try to get Amq~o to be a VAD lot MS DOS.
Te/xon (Ray, Kanemod)
Telxon visits MS on May 1 to be convinced that Pen Windows is the way to go rather than GO. "relxon will be
making the decision in June. Developed an amendment to add DOS 5.-0. DOS 5 kernel source code as well as
DOSH to Telxon’s ex~ing contract.
CompUSA (Doris Medlicott)
Closed DOS 5 license which resulted in $4.25M over two years with standard terms. Working aggressively to win
a Works deal with CompLISA. They are being heavily pursuedby lotus on their low-end systems. Plan to begin
Leading Technologies (Doris Medllcott)
~.
Made progress in closing them on a Booksheff license. Aggressively pursing a Windows and Works deal. They
are YeW commitIed to Lotus. We will need to spend some time with them to turn around their negative perception
o! MS. Plan to transition account to Mlkeold in June/July.
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